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the nikon digital slr cameras integrated with the nikon capture nx software became the new
standard in still photography in 2004. it is easy to operate, delivers high-quality, beautiful images

and offers you the power to look beyond ordinary limits. with the new nikon capture series, the
amount of information it stores has never been greater. as a result, nikon capture series users can
simply share, store and retrieve images from any number of cameras. in nikon's long tradition of

developing microscopes, u1 incorporates the original u-type light path mechanism that was
pioneered by nikon. this allows u1 to support all of nikon's interchangeable lens camera models. the

u1 is also compatible with other cameras with digital still cameras, plus dslr with nikon's u1
adapters. whether the camera is an se- or pe-series or an em-series, the camera is equipped with a
special mode to record images of exactly the same microscopic field or a section of a microscopic

field repeatedly at set intervals. the ce-series digital sight camera features a comfortable design and
a high-precision, high-speed focusing mechanism. the digital camera is equipped with a 3.2

megapixel ccd sensor, lens, and image processor and offers high-quality video recording. live view
can be checked, and the long exposure timer is available. these are the features of the camera

equipped with the added functions for the digital sight. as a camera for practical, easy-to-use high-
precision analysis, the ce-series digital sight camera offers high-quality performance. to capture
faster action, the si-series digital sight camera allows real-time processing, ensuring the highest
sensitivity. it is also equipped with high-precision, high-speed focusing, to capture and maintain
focus without time lag. live view and the slow motion mode allow the eyes of the user to become

accustomed to viewing images through the camera's optical system, enhancing the user's quality of
observation.
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nikon’s capture nx-d software caters for a wide
spectrum of imaging application such as the live

imaging of cells or biopsies. unrivaled image quality
and up to 4x faster image acquisition using the nis
element software will no doubt ensure a positive

outcome in your research. the automated feature of
live viewing and offline workflows make for a

streamlined imaging workflow with minimal user
interaction required to achieve valuable results. at

any time post imaging, the software allows for
editing and alignment prior to visualisation. working

in live view mode allows for the capture of large
swaths of images in near real time as the

microscope is physically moved throughout a
sample and the camera can take up to 4,000 images
per second. live view mode is convenient in regards

to image capture since the camera can be left
running and the microscope moved. areas of

interest can then be reacquired as needed. as a
result, capture nx-d 3.1 includes a refocus function
to measure the in situ optics. this allows users to
adjust lens and diaphragm for optimal focus and
provide a tabular report to the user at the end of
every measurement. the software is also built to
work seamlessly with nikon’s other professional
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imaging software. with the nis element workspaces,
the imaging setting can be easily shared between
the different products. the color space settings are
also included in capture nx-d 3.1. capture nx-d 3.1
will be available in july 2015 for nikon d4, d3s, d3,
d5000, d7100, d7200, d7200r, d4s, d3300, d5300,
d3400, d5600 and d3300r and the cameras listed

above will be supported in august 2015. 5ec8ef588b
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